WELCOME TO
14TH CONSEF
AWARDS CEREMONY

#CONSEF
National Anthem
Color Guards from Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland High School

National Blue Ribbon School of Excellence

#CONSEF
Welcoming Speech

Sedat Duman

President/CEO

#CONSEF
Rep. Andrew Brenner
Ohio House Representative
District 67
House Chair of Education

#CONSEF
Thanks to our Partners

- NASA
- Carnegie Science Center
- Cleveland State University
- DiversityComm
- Cuyahoga Community College
Thanks to our Sponsors

- Blue Technologies
- Buckeye Community Hope Foundation
- Creating IT Futures
- Fifth Third Bank
- Grace Printing & Mailing
- HUB
- MPS|CPA
Thanks to our Sponsors

- New Plan Learning
- Nicola Gudbranson & Cooper, LLC
- Ohio Coalition for Quality Education
- Preferred Meals
- PSI
- SupplyWorks
- Visionary Schools
Thanks to our Vendors

- BirdBrain Technologies
- Blue Technologies
- Cuyahoga Community College
- Design Furniture and Lab Systems
- Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
- MathCON
Thanks to our Vendors

- Mobile Makers Academy
- PCS Edventures
- Preferred Meals
- Project Lead The Way
- School Datebooks
- Start Engineering
- Tutor Doctor
Thank you...
STEM EXPO Presenters
STEM EXPO Presenters

Chicago Math & Science Academy

Kimberly Hoard
Mehmet Turan
Syed Anis
STEM EXPO Presenters

Gateway Science Academy - Fyler

Ahmed Ahmedou
Dzenan Zecevic
Ema Kovac
Jaden Duncan
Julia Fiordimondo
Katheryn Elliott
Lilian Mcmurry

Lilian Midkaff
Michelle Nguyen
Miriam Solis
Raegan Bicklein
Sabrina Mccaine.
Talha-Ibn-Muhamed Dizdarevic
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STEM EXPO Presenters

Gateway Science Academy - South

Cheyenne Bewig
Damian Kirkpatrick
Evan Jackson
John Morgenthaler
Necmiye Dagasan
Norah Kramer
Zeynep Bayar
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STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Belmont

Alexander Felton
Dakari Thomas
Jaylen-Ingram Perkins
Ray'El Williams
STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Cincinnati

Aniya Browner
Ariaunna Camara
Thomas Webster
STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Cleveland High

Christopher Harris
Dion Walentine-Wood
Femi Ademuyiwa
Ibrahim Kafaru
Jazmon Weber
Jonathon Gillespie
Temidayo Aderebigbe

Adriana Mccord
Dasia Johnson
Deztany Clay
Femi Ademuyiwu
Jayla Vanhorn
Mehmet Fesli
STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Cleveland Middle

Alexis Baker
Azra Aslan
Yasmin Samad
Brionna Terrance
Maiya Williams
Zamyah Manning
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STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Columbus Elementary

Haredo Nurani
Naimo Ahmed
Nalani Rager
Ramla Mohamed
Roshika Chapagai
Sophie Abotchi

#CONSEF
STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Columbus High

Abu Kalokoh
Andres Resendiz
Charles Okyere
Emmanuel Boadi
Jami Mohamed

Edith Haeder
Emmanuel Opoku
Emmanuella Opoku
Marcus Johnson
Ubah Ali
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STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Columbus Middle

Anjola Akinbolumo
Delina Issak
Isatu Mansaray
Jesse Mensah
Justin Nyugen
Mamadu Jalloh

Mohamoud Jacob
Najip Ahmed
Theophilus
Boateng
Tyler Fowsantia
Yahya Yusuf
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STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Dayton Downtown

Batal U.
Ja'Brina H.
Miranda Ney
Sebasitan Hitchcock
STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Dayton High

Aundree Smith
De-vonte White
Fitzgerald Oledejo
Greg Pooler
Michael Mallory
Shaheed Thompson
Tianna Black
Naajah Roseway
STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Denison Middle

Anna Salukombo
Demetria Gest
Jayla Crawford
Keyshla Maysonet
Sataisha Alvarado
Siane Campbell
Synii Smith
Taliyah Dixon
Xailla Shultz
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STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Lorain

Alexys Billings  Jhaila Calhoun
Aliciana Llanes  Madelynn Cruz
Amaya Rodriguez  My'jia Brown
Antony Mounts   Oleana Zepeda
Aylisa Grenald  Olivia Alvarado
Bre'aaja Glynn  Samuel Trinidad
Dahlia Perry    Shania Hall
Deandre Clayton Syncere Fifield
Jayda Bhagmath
STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Southwest Chicago

Carlos Bucio
Ismael Mendez
Janice Brown
Jesus Garcia
Vianney Hernandez
STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Springfield

Edmond Dyer-Essig
Noah Medrano
STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Toledo

Leslie Rodriquez-Cruz
Sonny Molten
STEM EXPO Presenters

HSA - Youngstown

Tianne Stewart
STEM EXPO Presenters

IMSA North

Edna Gocobachi
Eireanna Rowley
Gerardo Rosales
John Majekodenmi
Juan Cordoba
Maynor Tepas
Moises Villa
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STEM EXPO Presenters

IMSA South

Jason Strain
Lana Johnson
Moses Etabo
Trinty Stum
STEM EXPO Presenters

IMSA West

Aalihya Banks
Antwan Vinson
Chelsea Walls
Dajanae Foreman
Derick Amador
Makenzie Holt
Ny'ell Robinson
Pauline Williams
STEM EXPO Presenters

MMSA Minnesota

Haidyn
Ismail
Mohamed
Muktar
STEM EXPO Presenters

MMSA Michigan

Jayden Gedremec
STEM EXPO Presenters
Noble Academy Cleveland

James Butler
STEM EXPO Presenters
Noble Academy Columbus
Abigail Crome
Afsha Memon
Akram Mohamed
Favour Akpan
Hatice Camalan
Kasim Memon
Mikhayla Lucas
Paree Chinary
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STEM EXPO Presenters
Science Academy of Chicago

Ahmet Orazmuhammedova
Ali Ahunbaev
Ayse Sahsivar
Bushra Yazjanova
David Christie
Eren Alieva
Hassanali Kanji

Ikbal Surucu
Meryem Uysaler
Omer Aydas
Shayan Frahimi
Vera Kartal
Yousuf Elshamy

#CONSEF
Congratulations to all
STEM EXPO Presenters
Special Awards
Winner of the Design Contest

Luis Massa
HSA Lorain

#CONSEF
CAMP GEMS AWARDS:
GIRLS IN ENGINEERING, MATH AND SCIENCE

($325 value) for 3 students will be chosen out of 6 candidates according to GPA, disciplinary records and school recommendations
# CAMP GEMS AWARDS:

Candidates are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ayah Mesbah</td>
<td>Noble Academy Columbus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Lucy</td>
<td>Gateway Science Academy Fyler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Campbell</td>
<td>Gateway Science Academy Fyler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanse Musaogullari</td>
<td>Horizon Science Academy Lorain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Pate</td>
<td>Gateway Science Academy Fyler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaja Smith</td>
<td>Noble Academy Cleveland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ISWEEEP AND GENIUS OLYMPIAD
Qualification Awards
ISWEEEP AND GENIUS OLYMPIAD

Qualification Awards

The Candidates are:

Martha Cibasu - Horizon Science Academy Columbus High
Jalicia Smalley - Horizon Science Academy Lorain
Halit Ozkaya - Gateway Science Academy Fyler
Mia Fiordimondo - Gateway Science Academy Fyler
Charumati Deeljore - Gateway Science Academy Fyler

#CONSEF
Congratulations to all Special Award Winners
STEM EXPO
Best Demonstration Awards

#CONSEF
STEM EXPO Best Demonstration Awards

**Science Category**

- **First Place Winner:**
  Jaden Duncan - GSA Fyler

- **Second Place Winner:**
  Vianney Hernandez - HSA Southwest Chicago

- **Third Place Winner:**
  Carlos Bucio, Jesus Garcia - HSA Southwest Chicago
STEM EXPO Best Demonstration Awards

Technology and Engineering Category

First Place Winner:
Moises Villa - IMSA North
STEM EXPO Best Demonstration Awards

Mathematics Category

First Place Winner:
Temidayo Aderebigbe - HSA Cleveland High

Second Place Winner:
Ismael Mendez - HSA Southwest Chicago

Third Place Winner:
Lana Johnson - IMSA South
Congratulations to all

STEM EXPO

Best Demonstrations

#CONSEF
CONSEF Project Session AWARDS

- Honorable Mention Awards
- Bronze Medals
- Silver Medals
- Gold Medals
- Best of Category Awards
- Best Schools

#CONSEF
Honorable Mention
Senior Division
Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Alendrea Dantzler

Michigan Math and Science Academy
Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Alia
Deer
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago
Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Charles Fletcher
Horizon Science Academy
Toledo
Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Deja Brown
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland High
Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Elia
Tuyishime

Lincoln-West School of Science and Health
Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Elizabeth Morell

Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland High

#CONSEF
Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Gabriel Clemmons
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland High
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Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Jailaun Wallace
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland High
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Honorable Mention
Senior Division

John
Crystaloski

Lincoln-West School of Science and Health
Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Jordan Poelker
Gateway Science Academy
Fyler
Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Kendra McVay-Howard

Michigan Math and Science Academy
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Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Marisol Munoz
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago
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Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Megen Schienle

Michigan Math and Science Academy
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Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Nah'Genma Cook

Michigan Math and Science Academy
Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Taliya
Grant

Michigan Math and Science Academy
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Honorable Mention
Senior Division

Timothy DeLeo

Michigan Math and Science Academy
Honorable Mention
Junior Division
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Abdullahi Yusuf

Horizon Science Academy
Columbus Elementary
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Adriana Krauss
Puritas Community Middle
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Alaysia King
Horizon Science Academy
Denison Middle
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Alicia Tubbs
Horizon Science Academy
Youngstown
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Amanda Gillen-Ford
Horizon Science Academy
Toledo
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Brandon Torres

Puritas Community Middle
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Daryliz Hernandez
Horizon Science Academy
Denison Middle
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Davina Acheampong
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus Elementary
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Destiny Adkins
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus Elementary
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Elijah Andrews
Indiana Math and Science Academy West
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Emily Galarza
Indiana Math and Science Academy West
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Erion
Jordan

Horizon Science Academy
Springfield
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Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Ikram Jama

Minnesota Math and Science Academy
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Jay' Den Thibodeau

Noble Academy Cleveland
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Joseph Allmond-Pelon

Indiana Math and Science Academy North
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Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Laila McMichael

Noble Academy Cleveland
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Michael Burton
Horizon Science Academy
Belmont
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Milla
Chitwood

Gateway Science Academy
Fyler
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Monea'ca Grayer
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland Middle
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Montez Jones
 Horizon Science Academy
 Springfield
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Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Montiana Banks
Indiana Math and Science Academy South
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Nafiso Shauri
Minnesota Math and Science Academy
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Omer Faruk Uzun

Science Academy of Chicago
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Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Raheem Whitfield-Tucker

Lorain Prep Academy
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Rayne Lumpkin
Noble Academy Cleveland
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Reichen Grieve
Lorain Community Middle
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Shane Wheeler

Gateway Science Academy
Fyler
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Shy'Diamond Brown
Horizon Science Academy
Dayton Elementary
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Teander Lindsey
Horizon Science Academy
Denison Middle
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Tosin Adesmith
Indiana Math and Science Academy West
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Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Tyshawn Skinner
Horizon Science Academy
Youngstown
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Vance Taylor
Horizon Science Academy
Cincinnati
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Victory Sampson
Indiana Math and Science Academy North
Honorable Mention
Junior Division

Walden Hart
Noble Academy Columbus

#CONSEF
Congratulations to all Honorable Mention Winners!
Bronze Medal
Senior Division
Bronze Medal
Senior Division

Ahmet Ozer
Wellington School
Bronze Medal
Senior Division

Andre McCoy
Horizon Science Academy
Toledo
Bronze Medal
Senior Division

Brandon Gonzales
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago
Bronze Medal
Senior Division

Carlos Quintero-Escott
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago
Bronze Medal
Senior Division

Deja Brewer
Gateway Science Academy
Fyler
Bronze Medal
Senior Division

Emre Baglam
Coffman High
Bronze Medal
Senior Division

Gaanah ElAasar
Horizon Science Academy
Toledo
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Bronze Medal
Senior Division

Hunter Hayes
Horizon Science Academy
Dayton High

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Senior Division

Irving Zepeda-Zamudio
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago
Bronze Medal
Senior Division

Isabel
Bonilla

Horizon Science Academy
Lorain
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Bronze Medal
Senior Division

Leaisha
Shannon

Horizon Science Academy
Lorain
Bronze Medal
Senior Division

Mercan Yalvac
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland High
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Bronze Medal
Senior Division

Samuel Iwu
Indiana Math and Science Academy North
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Bronze Medal
Senior Division

Taitianna
Vargas

Horizon Science Academy
Toledo
Bronze Medal
Junior Division
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Aaliyah Norvell
Noble Academy Cleveland
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Aaron Green
Horizon Science Academy
Springfield
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Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Aidan Nowak

Westpark Community Middle
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Ali Sami Mihci
Science Academy of Chicago
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Amaal
Jama

Horizon Science Academy
Columbus Elementary
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Amar Carpenter
Horizon Science Academy
Cincinnati
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Are'Antae Camara
Horizon Science Academy
Cincinnati

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Asa Abdulle
Minnesota Math and Science Academy
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Audrey Wolodzko
Westpark Community Middle
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Aundraya Hughes-Simpson

Lorain Prep Academy
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Bahja Shire

Minnesota Math and Science Academy
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Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Brianca Williams

Milwaukee Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Bruce Doolabi
Science Academy of Chicago
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Danielle Atkinson

Horizon Science Academy
Lorain
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Ediris
Adan

Milwaukee Math and Science Academy
Bronze Medal
Junior Division
Edward Bowen
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain
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Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Elise'a
Gaines-Mitchell

Indiana Math and Science Academy North
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Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Elvin Flores
Indiana Math and Science Academy South
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Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Elysa Kwaw
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus Middle
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Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Emerson Rosbough
Menlo Park Academy
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Emily Enriquez
Indiana Math and Science Academy West
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Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Emmanuel Vazquez Gaytan

Indiana Math and Science Academy West
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Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Fred Bennett
Michigan Math and Science Academy
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Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Gina Burgos
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Hasna Sheikh
Milwaukee Math and Science Academy
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Ilhan Jama

Minnesota Math and Science Academy
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Isis
Lockett

Indiana Math and Science Academy North
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Janiyah Moye
Lorain Prep Academy
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Karissa Allen
Horizon Science Academy
Dayton Downtown
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Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Kayla Figgs
Horizon Science Academy
Cincinnati

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Lakambria
Tula

Indiana Math and Science Academy South
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Larry Fields
Indiana Math and Science Academy West
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Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Leonard Chisholm
Noble Academy Cleveland
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Lilianna Hernandez
Indiana Math and Science Academy South

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Maria Durham
Horizon Science Academy
Springfield

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Marzena
Krulik

Horizon Science Academy
Denison Middle
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Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Mason
Palomino

Horizon Science Academy
McKinley Park

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Mihoshi 'Mimi' White
Horizon Science Academy
McKinley Park

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Mikaya Gregory
Horizon Science Academy
Springfield

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Mohamed Jama
Noble Academy Columbus
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Naudia Beck
Horizon Science Academy
Youngstown
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Nimo Shauri
Minnesota Math and Science Academy
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Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Nylen Patterson
Horizon Science Academy
Springfield

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Omar Terrazas
Indiana Math and Science Academy West
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Rachel Gonzalez
Horizon Science Academy
McKinley Park
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Rebecca Cano-Beltran
Horizon Science Academy
McKinley Park

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Rukaiya Ismail
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus Elementary
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Ryan Glover
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Safa Bouh

Horizon Science Academy
Columbus Elementary

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Sandra Cameron
Indiana Math and Science Academy North

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Saramarie Maldonado
Lorain Prep Academy

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Sehaam Shire
Minnesota Math and Science Academy
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Zachary Wileman
Horizon Science Academy
Youngstown

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Zinaily Esteves-Balines

Horizon Science Academy
Lorain

#CONSEF
Bronze Medal
Junior Division

Zoya Memon
Noble Academy Columbus
Congratulations to all Bronze Medal Winners!
Silver Medal
Senior Division
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Amaka Nwaezeigwe

Chicago Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Angela Camargo
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Carissa Ramon
Horizon Science Academy
McKinley Park
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Carlos Migelwolf Perez-Valencia

Horizon Science Academy
McKinley Park
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Cristobal Calderon
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago
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Silver Medal
Senior Division

Dayanara Ramirez Ortega

Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Dulce
Zagal-Garcia

Indiana Math and Science Academy North

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Emmanuella Welsh

Horizon Science Academy
Columbus High
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Ethan Schreiber
Chicago Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Francia Reyes
Horizon Science Academy
 McKinley Park
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Jennifer Gonzalez
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Karina Tamez
Horizon Science Academy
McKinley Park

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Leonardo Perez
Indiana Math and Science Academy North

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Levi
Stubbs

Indiana Math and Science Academy North

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Luis Ortega
Horizon Science Academy
McKinley Park
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Marvin
Pride

Michigan Math and Science Academy
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Nicole Sanchez
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain
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Silver Medal
Senior Division

Orlando Williams
Horizon Science Academy
Toledo

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Sean Reichow
Horizon Science Academy
Toledo
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Silver Medal
Senior Division

Sumaya Yusuf
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus High
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Timothy Spearman
Indiana Math and Science Academy North
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Silver Medal
Senior Division

Viola Atkinson
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Senior Division

Yareimi Bucio
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago
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Silver Medal
Junior Division
Silver Medal
Junior Division

A'Nacia Massingill
Noble Academy Cleveland
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Aariana Garcia
Westpark Community Middle

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Ahlan Mohammud

Minnesota Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Alexis Bhagmath
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Alijah Bell
Noble Academy Cleveland
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Alora Moore
Horizon Science Academy
Springfield

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Amilliyon
McCary

Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland Middle
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Arham Bedmutha

Menlo Park Academy

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Callie Stalcup

Indiana Math and Science Academy South
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Chase Manson
Old Brooklyn Community Middle

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Danny Williams
Horizon Science Academy
Cincinnati

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Ehat Duman
Science Academy of Chicago
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Elise
Kavalchek

Menlo Park Academy

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Esther Quaye

Horizon Science Academy
Columbus Middle
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Silver Medal
Junior Division

Fathi Abdi

Minnesota Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Finley Sorenson
Gateway Science Academy
Smiley
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Silver Medal
Junior Division

Gabriel Cerda
Horizon Science Academy
McKinley Park
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Gnolya Duncan
Milwaukee Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Hadassah
Asama

Horizon Science Academy
Belmont
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Hasan Kucuker
McCord Middle
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Hikmet Ulusal
Science Academy of Chicago
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Imtihan Chowdhury

Michigan Math and Science Academy
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Isabel Abarca
Horizon Science Academy
Belmont
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Jalen Sanders-Gordon
Horizon Science Academy
Cincinnati
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Jasmine Hastings
Horizon Science Academy
Dayton Downtown

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Jayden Taylor

Lorain Prep Academy
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Jazmyne Girod
Indiana Math and Science Academy North
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Jeremiah Albino
Noble Academy Cleveland

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Jimmy Nguyen
Noble Academy Columbus
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Karthik O'Neil

Menlo Park Academy
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Kayla
Thomas

Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland Middle

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Kaylee Gielty

Menlo Park Academy

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Kayvona
Houston

Horizon Science Academy
Cincinnati

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Kelvin Konadu
Noble Academy Columbus

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Kevin Vazquez Gaytan
Indiana Math and Science Academy West

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Ky'maya
Maye-henderson

Horizon Science Academy
Cincinnati

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Kylie Vilcek
Gateway Science Academy
Smiley
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Lanaya Dalby
Horizon Science Academy
Belmont

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

lejla sobo

Gateway Science Academy
Fyler

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Logan Cruz
Westpark Community Middle

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Ma'Kynze Reed
Noble Academy Cleveland
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Morgan Joyner

Horizon Science Academy
Lorain

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Mucteba Yazici
Science Academy of Chicago

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Olivia Phlegar
Horizon Science Academy
Springfield
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Oluwaseun Kolurejo
Indiana Math and Science Academy West
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Omar Mohamud
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus Elementary
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Paloma Escobedo
Indiana Math and Science Academy South
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Raelynne Hardy
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland Middle

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Shanell Rucker
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland Middle
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Summer Hudak

Menlo Park Academy
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Sydney Kammerer

Old Brooklyn Community Middle

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Syed Rehman
Science Academy of Chicago
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Taniah Garron
Milwaukee Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Silver Medal
Junior Division

Wesley Bryant
Westpark Community Middle
Congratulations to all Silver Medal Winners!
Gold Medal
Senior Division

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Adedeji Tiamiyu
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland High

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Adrian Morales
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Afifa
Chaudhry

Chicago Math and Science Academy
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Alexandra Rodriguez
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Alyssa Riley
Indiana Math and Science Academy North

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Andrew Shearer
Gateway Science Academy
Fyler
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Angel Febres
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Arely Pastrana
Horizon Science Academy
McKinley Park
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Arianna
Muniz

Horizon Science Academy
Toledo
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Aryelle Hutcherson
Horizon Science Academy
Toledo

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Asante' Anderson
Horizon Science Academy
Dayton High
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Aubrielle Delos Reyes
Chicago Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Cameron Lamb
Horizon Science Academy
Toledo

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Carlos Rosado
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Dakota Hatch
Horizon Science Academy
Toledo
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Dakota Kindred

Michigan Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Edward Flores
Horizon Science Academy
McKinley Park
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Eunice Otasanya
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus High

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Fabian Zamudio
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Fadumo
Ali

Horizon Science Academy
Columbus High

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Grace
Shelton

Horizon Science Academy
Toledo
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Halit
Ozkaya

Gateway Science Academy
Fyler

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Hasiba Zandi

Chicago Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Hassan Abioye
Chicago Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Hudda
Bryant

Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland High

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Jonathan Jimerson
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Josh
Fingerhut

Horizon Science Academy
Columbus High
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Kevin Goolsby
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland High

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Leonardo Maciel
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Luqman Suleiman
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus High
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Mackenzie Miller
Horizon Science Academy
Mckinley Park

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Madison Jackson
Chicago Math and Science Academy
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Mary
Anno

Horizon Science Academy
Columbus High

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Maryam Abbas
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland High
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Mehmet Fesli
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland High
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Mia
Fiordimondo

Gateway Science Academy
Fyler
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Nathaley Simpson
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Olivia
Bratulic

Horizon Science Academy
Lorain

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Oscar Perez
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Rana
Karatas

Gateway Science Academy
Fyler
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Rickey Brunson
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus High

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Romell Curry
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus High

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Roshaan Siddiqui

Chicago Math and Science Academy
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Sophia Caballero

Chicago Math and Science Academy
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Steve Fonseca
Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Temidayo Babarinsa Aderibigbe

Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland High

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Yared Melesse

Chicago Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Zaria Weber
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland High
Gold Medal
Senior Division

Ziair
Davis

Indiana Math and Science Academy North
Gold Medal
Junior Division
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Aaliyah Hunt

Milwaukee Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Abdullah Celik

Gateway Science Academy
Smiley

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Afua Bonna

Horizon Science Academy
Columbus Middle

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Aidan Sheehan
Westpark Community Middle
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Alaja Smith
Noble Academy Cleveland
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Albina
Iskandarova

Horizon Science Academy
Dayton Downtown
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Alexis Munoz

Horizon Science Academy
McKinley Park
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Amya
Washington

Horizon Science Academy
Belmont

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Angelique Allen
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland Middle
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Aria
Jackson

Milwaukee Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Ayah Mesbah

Noble Academy Columbus
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Aziza Abbasova

Horizon Science Academy
Dayton Downtown
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Betul Taner
Fountain Academy
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Bilge Ozulas
Fountain Academy
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Brice Peake
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland Middle

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Cleshawna Rich

Milwaukee Math and Science Academy
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Coryn Cummings
Menlo Park Academy

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Dasia Jones-Scott
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus Elementary
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Eden Cook
Horizon Science Academy
Cincinnati

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Edward Saroukhan
Old Brooklyn Community Middle
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Efe Caputlu
Science Academy of Chicago
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Elijah Sweatt
Horizon Science Academy
Cincinnati

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Elizabeth Davis
Old Brooklyn Community Middle

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Esi
Hammond

Horizon Science Academy
Columbus Elementary
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Fardowso Shidad
Milwaukee Math and Science Academy
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Fatima B. Ozer

Fountain Academy
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Finn Pasatta

Menlo Park Academy

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Garett Rose
Gateway Science Academy
Fyler
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Hanse Musaogullari
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Ismet
Akyurek

Science Academy of Chicago

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Jessica Guempel
Gateway Science Academy
Smiley
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Joy
Williams

Horizon Science Academy
Cincinnati

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Kennedy Sheridan
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Kristina Pate

Gateway Science Academy
Fyler

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Leslie
Garcia Valladares

Horizon Science Academy
Southwest Chicago
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Liam
Lowry

Gateway Science Academy
Smiley
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Maede Doolabi
Science Academy of Chicago
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Marcella Arguello

Indiana Math and Science Academy North
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Mary
Lucy

Gateway Science Academy
Fyler

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Meliha Aycicek
Science Academy of Chicago

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Mohamed Mohamed
Milwaukee Math and Science Academy
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Mualla
Icel

Fountain Academy
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Natalie Horstman

Old Brooklyn Community Middle
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Nicole Thomas
Menlo Park Academy
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Nurgul
Koyuncu

Fountain Academy
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Paul Benitez

Horizon Science Academy
McKinley Park
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Ronin Wobbe

Gateway Science Academy
Fyler
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Sahara
Ali

Milwaukee Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Saida
Brema

Milwaukee Math and Science Academy

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Sanie Alieva

Science Academy of Chicago
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Saniye Uslu
Science Academy of Chicago
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Sarah Campbell
Gateway Science Academy
Fyler
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Sarah Deniz
Fountain Academy
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Sasmitha Baskaran

Menlo Park Academy
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Sedat Akgun
Science Academy of Chicago

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Serina Deus
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Tasneem Dizdarevic
Gateway Science Academy South
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Tayla
Green

Horizon Science Academy
Dayton Downtown
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Tuba
Korkmaz

Science Academy of Chicago

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Vahdet Karatas
Gateway Science Academy
Fyler
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Yavuz Cengiz
Science Academy of Chicago

#CONSEF
Gold Medal
Junior Division

Zanyrah Diehl
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus Middle
Congratulations to all Gold Medal Winners!
Best of the Category
Senior Division
Best of the Category - Behavioral Science
Senior Division

Sunkanmi Ogunmakinwa

Indiana Math and Science Academy North
Best of the Category - Biochemistry
Senior Division

Charumati Deeljore
Gateway Science Academy
Fyler

#CONSEF
Best of the Category - Botany
Senior Division

Alyssa Ziegler
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus High
Best of the Category - Chemistry
Senior Division

Melodie Chavez
Horizon Science Academy
McKinley Park
Best of the Category - Computer Science
Senior Division

Anton Colvin Jr.
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus High

#CONSEF
Best of the Category - Electronics/Engineering
Senior Division

Jalicia Smalley
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain

#CONSEF
Best of the Category - Environmental Science
Senior Division

CaMarea Snipes-Thomas

Horizon Science Academy
Lorain
Best of the Category - Health
Senior Division

Dikchhya Khatiwoda

Horizon Science Academy
Columbus High

#CONSEF
Best of the Category - Material Science
Senior Division

Jose Acosta
Gateway Science Academy
Fyler
Best of the Category - Mathematics
Senior Division

Justin Wilton
Michigan Math and Science Academy
Best of the Category - Microbiology
Senior Division

Martha Cibasu

Horizon Science Academy
Columbus High

#CONSEF
Best of the Category - Physics
Senior Division

Rowan Elliott
Gateway Science Academy
Fyler

#CONSEF
Best of the Category - Zoology
Senior Division

Yakai Kamara
Horizon Science Academy
Columbus High

#CONSEF
Best of the Category
Junior Division
Best of the Category - Behavioral Science
Junior Division

Selma Ucan
Fountain Academy

#CONSEF
Best of the Category - Biochemistry
Junior Division

Bailey Saunders
Saunders Academy
Best of the Category - Botany
Junior Division

John Mendoza
Menlo Park Academy
Best of the Category - Chemistry
Junior Division

Cecilia Cruz
Horizon Science Academy
Cleveland Middle
Best of the Category - Electronics/Engineering
Junior Division

Delilah Rivera
Horizon Science Academy
Belmont

#CONSEF
Best of the Category - Environmental Science
Junior Division

Eva'n Young
Horizon Science Academy
Cincinnati

#CONSEF
Best of the Category - Health
Junior Division

Abigail Laurenti
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain
Best of the Category - Material Science
Junior Division

Mohammed Abrar Sait
Gateway Science Academy Smiley

#CONSEF
Best of the Category - Mathematics
Junior Division

Xavier Natal
Horizon Science Academy
Lorain

#CONSEF
Best of the Category - Physics
Junior Division

Jessy Jeter
Horizon Science Academy
Cincinnati

#CONSEF
Best of the Category - Zoology
Junior Division

Canute Hawkins
Horizon Science Academy
Cincinnati

#CONSEF
Congratulations to all Best of the Category Winners!

#CONSEF
Best Schools
Senior Division
Senior Division

Third Place
Gateway Science Academy Fyler

#CONSEF
Senior Division

Second Place Horizon Science Academy Lorain
Senior Division

First Place
Horizon Science Academy Columbus High

#CONSEF
Congratulations to all Senior Division Best Schools
Best Schools
Junior Division
Junior Division

Third Place
Menlo Park Academy

#CONSEF
Junior Division

Second Place
Science Academy of Chicago

#CONSEF
Junior Division

First Place
Horizon Science Academy Cincinnati
Congratulations to all Junior Division Best Schools
Thanks to all Volunteers
See you all back in CONSEF 2018
Have a safe trip!

#CONSEF